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The span charts contained within this document are based on two different cladding configurations.

Type 1: Single Span with Overhang

Cladding extrusion length = L
Rail spacing alternates between 0.56L and 0.44L
The overhang was set to 22% of L as this was the optimised ratio for deflection criteria

Type 2: Multi Span

Cladding extrusion length = 2L, 3L or 4L only
Rail spacing = L
5 or more spans has not been engineered.
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Please refer to Appendix A for a tutorial on the use of this tool.

The span charts are based on the following parameters and assumptions. If any of these are altered, the
span chart values will be incorrect.

1.  All cladding and rail extrusions are per the drawings in Appendix B, extruded in 6060-T6 alloy.

2.  The span charts are for preliminary design only. An engineer engaged to the project should verify each 
     design for specific project purposes.

3.  Incidental loads (such as those from building occupants/public/façade access activities) have not been
     considered and need to be assessed by an engineer for specific project purposes.

4. The values within the charts are not to be interpolated or extrapolated.

5.  The cladding has been designed to deflect no more than:
           d1 = L1/90 under wind; L1/360 under dead load
           d2 = L2/45 under wind; L2/180 under dead load

Fixing requirements:

6.  The substrate/stud framing is to be at least 1.15mm base metal thickness (BMT) Grade 250 steel.

7.  The substrate/stud framing is to be spaced at no larger than 450mm centres perpendicular to the rail.

8.  The rail is fixed to the substrate with 10 gauge tek screws (<= 450mm spacing).

9. The rail is assumed to be at least 900mm long (not simply supported).

10.  The tensile strength of the cladding to rail connection is taken from the MTS 20-0085 test report with a 
     safety factor of 0.5, resulting in a tensile strength of 0.84kN.
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Type 1: Single Span with Overhang Click on Cladding Span Chart
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Legend :

number
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This value is not relevant - the cladding will fail in strength at these lengths

This value may not be applicable - the cladding will fail in strength first if suction pressure is present (engineering judgement required)

If the cladding member is horizontal (i.e. soffit application), these pressures/lengths are not applicable as this cladding member cannot
span this length under its own self weight without deflecting visibly
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Type 2: Multi Span Click on Cladding Span Chart
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Legend :
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This value is not relevant - the cladding will fail in strength at these lengths

This value may not be applicable - the cladding will fail in strength first if suction pressure is present (engineering judgement required)

If the cladding member is horizontal (i.e. soffit application), these pressures/lengths are not applicable as this cladding member cannot
span this length under its own self weight without deflecting visibly
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Appendix A 

Materials and Components 

 

 

  

A
Tutorial for Use
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Tutorial: how to use chart tool

Span and support condition

Single span with overhang Multi span

Look up cladding type and
Wu+ in Table A to determine

maximum length, LA

Look up cladding type and
Wu- in Table B to determine

maximum length, LB

Look up cladding type and
Ws in Table C to determine

maximum length, LC

Maximum length allowed:
L = minimum of LA, LB, LC

Use Tables 1A, 1B, 1C
on Page 3

Use Tables 2A, 2B, 2C
on Page 4
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Calculate project ULS positive pressure (Wu+), project ULS suction pressure
(Wu-), and project SLS pressure (Ws) (to AS1170.2 if project in Australia)
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Example: wall cladding
Project example:

Terrain category = 3.0 all around
Building height = 30m
Aspect ratio: >1
Wind Region: A5 (Melbourne CBD)
1:1000 ULS and 1:25 SLS

Step 1: Type 1 support condition, so go to Page 3
Step 2: Go to Table 1A, read left to right to find the maximum length that works for 1.9 kPa (3.8m does not
work at any pressure greater than 1.86kPa, so  3.6m is the maximum)
Step 3: repeat for Tables 1B and 1C. Notice greyed out value in Table 1C showing that strength governs here.

1.2m
0.265m

Result:

Step 4: Length = min(LA, LB, LC) = min (3.6, 1.2, 3.2) so L = 1.2m and a = 0.22L so a = 265mm

Finished

0.265m 0.67m
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Preliminary project wind pressures:
ULS: +1.90 kPa / -2.48kPa (SA5 zone)
SLS: 1.6 kPa

Design intent: 
Type 1: single span with overhang, COC 75 cladding type
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